Major Investigation: Questions to Ask Yourself

Major: ____________________________

- Is this a major field you will enjoy studying?

- Why is this major most appealing to you?

- Does this major have concentrations? If so, which one(s) are you most interested in declaring?

- Which classes do you think will be the easiest for you? Why?

- Which classes do you think will be the most challenging for you? Why?

- Are there required courses that you think you would not like? Why?

- Are there any prerequisites (i.e. GPA or courses) to this major? What are they?

- Do you believe you can meet these requirements? Yes _________ No __________

- Can this major completed in four year? Yes __________ No __________

- Does this major/department have a website? If so, what is the website address?

- Where is location of the major department and/or advising office?